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Report Fragments

• A financial report can be broken into specifically
identifiable report fragments.
• One category of fragment is the primary financial
statements. Disclosures and policies are categories other
fragments.
• Primary financial statement fragments include the balance
sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement.
• Here is a breakdown of 6005 US GAAP 10-Ks and for 339
IFRS 20-F and 40-F SEC filings into fragments. (These are
somewhat large ZIP archives.)

Reporting Styles

• How companies create their primary financial
statements can be broken down into specifically
identifiable logical patterns.
• I call these “reporting styles”; they can also be
thought of as reporting pallets.
• For example, balance sheet patterns include
“classified”, “unclassified” (or order of liquidity),
“liquidation basis”, “regulated public utility”,
among others.

Fundamental Accounting Concept Relations

• The reporting styles basically organize
fundamental accounting concepts into
different relations.
• For example, “Assets” is a fundamental
accounting concept. Assets is related to
Current assets and Noncurrent assets in that
“Assets = Current Assets + Noncurrent Assets”.

Fundamental Accounting Concepts

• Fundamental accounting concepts are
specifically identifiable.
• Here they are for US GAAP and IFRS
• For example, “Assets” is a fundamental
accounting concept. As is “Current assets”,
“Noncurrent assets”, “Revenue”, “Operating
Expenses”, “Net income (loss)”.

Fundamental Concepts and Relations Should be Clear in XBRL Taxonomies

• The definition of high-level fundamental accounting
concepts should be clear in the US GAAP and IFRS XBRL
Taxonomies.
• For example, “us-gaap:AssetsNoncurrent” and “usgaap:NoncurrentAssets” should be crystal clear so
companies understand what concept to use to
represent their reports.
• Further, the detailed items into which a high-level
concept can be disaggregated should be crystal clear.

Fundamental Concept Details

• For example, “us-gaap:AssetsCurrent” can be broken down
into “us-gaap:CashAndCashEquivalentsAtCarryingValue”,
“us-gaap:AccountsReceivableNetCurrent”, “usgaap:InventoryNet”, etc.
• One detailed concept cannot generally be used to
represent some other fundamental accounting concept.
• For example, “us-gaap:AccruedLiabilitiesCurrent” is
obviously a current liability, not a current asset or part of
net cash flow.
• All such relations should be clear and obvious per the US
GAAP and IFRS XBRL Taxonomies.

Pieces of US GAAP and IFRS XBRL Taxonomies are Too Big

• Both the US GAAP and IFRS XBRL Taxonomies tend to be
“pick lists” of concepts that are organized into quite large
pieces that make it more difficult than necessary to
understand concepts, relations between concepts, allowed
details of concepts, etc.
• Another way to organize these taxonomies is to create
many more, smaller, and specific pieces.
• High level organizations and details can be organized in
different networks but can still be clearly hooked together.
• These different types of organizations are not mutually
exclusive.

Example of Smaller Pieces

• Here is an example of smaller pieces:
– ONE PIECE: US GAAP | IFRS
– MANY PIECES: US GAAP | IFRS

SUMMARY: High Level to Details
Report Fragments
(A report is made up of
identifiable report
fragments. Those
fragments are broken
down into the primary
financial statements,
policies, and disclosures.
Three key primary financial
statement fragments are
the balance sheet, income
statement, and cash flow
statement)

Reporting Style,
Fundamental
Accounting Concept
Relations
(A report has a “reporting
style”. The reporting style
is determined by fragment.
For example, a balance
sheet can be “classified” or
“unclassified” (or order of
liquidity) or “liquidation
basis” or “regulated public
utility” where capitalization
is reported. The style of
every statement is simply a
pattern of the arrangement
of high-level fundamental
accounting concepts.)

Fundamental
Accounting Concepts
(A statement is made up of
fundamental accounting
concepts such as “Assets”
or “Current Assets” or
“Revenue” or “Net Income
(Loss)” or “Net Cash Flow”
to provide a few examples.)

Fundamental
Accounting Concept
Details
(A fundamental accounting
concept, such as “Current
Assets” can be
disaggregated into some
set of detailed line items.
For example, “Current
Assets” has details such as
“Cash and cash
equivalents” and
“Receivables” and
“Inventories” and so forth
You would NEVER find, for
example, “Accounts
payable” as a detailed item
of “Current Assets” because
it is s different category of
fundamental accounting
concepts.)

Clear Relations is
XBRL Taxonomy
(Both the US GAAP and the
IFRS XBRL Taxonomies tend
to be sets of items that are
too large where many
different reporting styles
are combined into
organizations that would
never actually be used. If
these fewer large pieces
were broken down into
more smaller pieces that
model how companies
actually report, the
taxonomies would be more
clear. Further, if the
relations between the highlevel concepts such as
“Current assets” were more
explicit and clear and
provided for EVERY
fundamental accounting
concept; then the XBRL
taxonomies would be
easier to use.)

